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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linking to the LEGO Active Play objective of teamwork and leadership, this next segment will be about one of SUSS mandated Programme - ETB



Agenda

1. Who are we?
2. What is ETB? (Experiential Team Building)
3. What are the challenges? 
4. How do we overcome them? 
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Presentation Notes
In the next 30 mins, we will touch on



ETB’s Objectives

Provide an experiential platform to cultivate a 
common SUSS identity

Develop foundational attitudes on self-awareness, 
working effectively in teams and community 
mindedness using the strength-based approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Credit-bearing module, graduation requirement for all SUSS FT students- Serves as orientation for the freshmen, for them to connect as well as form a common SUSS identity- There are different components of the programme for freshmen to Develop self awareness….- As much as this programme is for the freshmen, it also became a platform for student leader development. And with me here is Joycelyn to share her experiences with you. They play the role of a facilitator, 1st responder, befriender and guide to their juniors in this programme.- As we proceed, we will be highlighting one of the module within the ETB programme which will be Module Team.



Module Team

● Study team frameworks/ models
● Expedite the team’s bonding process
● Applicable to them working in future academic 

group works
● Experience the development of team dynamics 

through a specially curated team challenge
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Presentation Notes
Using the Team framework, it helped to bring the team bonding process to the forefrontAfter being aware of the team framework, they will experience a Specially curated team challenges. Which Joycelyn will be giving you more visuals in a short while on what was curated 



Challenges (Overseas Run)

Pre-Covid 19
● Persuasion and buy-in (parent, students)
● Logistics and Safety (EMS)
● Working with overseas partners
● 24/7 attention
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Presentation Notes
Here is a little background to ETB: we conducted ETB overseas before COVID outbreakLogistics and safety: managing the movement of 200 plus people in an unfamiliar cityLogistics can range from Buses arrangements, programmes, food to accommodationHave to work with overseas partners (liaising in Mandarin) and also the multiple components to the programme with different partners24/7: when students are unwell, when they don’t return to rooms at stipulated timesSo when the pandemic happened, it does remove some of the challenges, but it also brought along another set



Challenges (Local Run)

COVID-19 restrictions
● Small group size
● Student leaders
● Clearance with various local agencies for activities
● Safe distancing measures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of which the most challenging is in terms of Student Leaders (SLs for short). We needed many more (in fact doubled)Alignment of instructionsBreakout into more venues  more manpower Management of students safety amidst a pandemicAt this juncture, I will hand the session over to Joycelyn to touch more on what her experience as an SL. 



Bogor Module Team
Trekking at Gunung Munara
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go through picteamwork, help each othergroupmates asthmatic conditionThis was the team challenge when the ETB was held in Bogor, Indonesia - trekking at Gunung Munara. The photo on the left is my group at the start of the mountain. The centre photo gives you a glimpse of the mountain terrain and then a photo of my group at the summit. This activity has helped with team bonding as we had to look out for each others’ safety, ensure that slippery or uneven grounds were communicate to prevent any mishaps. One of my group mates had to drop out of the trek halfway. We encouraged and supported her to go as far as she could. Eventually her asthmatic condition took a toil on her and a guide and staff eventually came to help her down the mountain.45s



Shenzhen Module Team

X-City Challenge
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 what is xccmaking decisions and attempt challenges for team bonding in diff placesbeing able to spend more time to exploreexperiencing different tech - vending machineShenzhen was the earmarked ETB site for 2019, we conducted the team challenge through an Amazing Race concept which we named it X-City Challenge. In Mandarin, it is known as Yue Yue Tiao Zhan. The first Yue represents SUSS (Xin Yue She Ke Da Xue) and the second Yue represents Shenzhen, as the main dialect spoken is Cantonese (Yue Yu). In essence, it signified an exchange between 2 cities and the students literally have to explore the city in this challenge.Together with a SZ University buddy, and a mobile application we planned, navigated, made decisions and attempted the challenges curated for us. The shared experiences helped the team bond as we visit the new places, absorb the learnings while creating their unique memories.How this challenge differs from many school trips is that  there is the opportunity for us to make certain amount of decisions and choose what we want to spend more time to explore. For example, on the first picture from the left, our SZU buddy is buying a drink from the vending machine which carries facial recognition capability and is linked to WeChat Pay accounts. So citizens can purchase drinks without cash and phones, yet their every preferences is being captured as data. This got us to think about and debate about our freedom vs conveniences. 2min



Singapore Module Team

Journey to the West
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designed for those cannot go overseasnow covid-19, adapt to managed travel restrictionsmimic xcc with applocations curated to learn and appreciate while developing teamSingapore ETB was designed at first for students who are challenged to go overseas, as seen in the top 2 pictures. However with COVID-19 pandemic happening, the programme expanded swiftly to manage the travel restrictions. In the bottom 2 pictures where students are all masked up. Journey to the West is part of the local ETB programme designed to mimic XCC and highlights the exploration of the West part of Singapore. An application operator was brought in to digitalised instructions and help align the tasks at each station as the pool of SL grew. These locations are specially curated for students to learn and appreciate more about the community while developing their group dynamics. 1 min



Strategies to overcome the 
challenges

● Curate based on the asset of the location
● Design activity with team building in mind
● Securing reliable partners
● Location limitations
● Invest in the SLs
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Summing things up: Conducting ETB will always be a challenge, based on the last 3 years these are essentially the areas that we put our energies into and the programme will have a good basis to start. Design activity with team building in mind : activities to stretch them, and allow them some levels of options without being too restrictive, have consequences for themInvesting in the SLs → Building a Team  The passionate students will be there to serve more than just 1 year. 



Conducting group dynamics activities:
● Fluency in the conduct of activities
● Facilitating the discussion and 

learning

Managing team dynamics:
● Understand groups dynamics & 

group roles and how it affects group 
behaviours

● Hands-on approach to create 
opportunities for team collaboration

● Influence the team positively
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These are the 2 large components where SLs are involved in is in the ETB programme; 1stly the delivery of Module Team activities and 2ndly managing the freshmen assigned to usAs an SL we have to undergo trainings to pick up the skills in the preparation phase. We need to approach the freshmen convincingly when we conduct activities, answer their questions professionally and at the same time be a friend as they navigate in the new school environment.1.5min
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As we venture out of school for the activities, it is important to be environmentally, culturally and socially aware, not only should we be careful of the physical safety, being sensitive to the culture of the host country and understanding the social climate will impact the programme, the freshmen learnings as well as our relationships with our overseas partners. There was one incident where several freshmen were not properly attired for a visit to the farm, not only did it put the their health at risk, it had the potential of giving a bad impression to our host as the freshmen were resistant to partaking in the activities planned.Despite all things being planned out, sometimes, things may  not happen accordingly and adapting to changes with awareness is critical. For example, students’ late coming in Shenzhen, where the buses cannot wait, we have to board and go once it reaches. Even in Singapore one of the freshmen was a couple of minutes late and had to make his way there on his own as the buses wait for no one. They have fixed assignments and cannot allow snowball effect to happen as they have other assignments straight after.  3 mins



Module Self

• Deepening self-awareness

• Opportunity to reflect



Module Self

Overseas (Discovery 
Walk + Sharing) 

Local  
(Reflect 
through 

activities + 
sharing)



Before Juraseek game:
● Challenge was getting participants to 

share about themselves

After Juraseek game (with adaptation) :
● Conversation cards helped decide on 

the “topic” to share
● Able to discover and understand more 

diverse sides to each person
● Game format allowed for a 

comfortable sharing environment





suss.edu.sg

Questions & Answers
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Presentation Notes
With that sharing, we hope you have a glimpse of our signature programme. We love to share more should the audience have any questions for us. Otherwise please have your lunch and feel free to grab Joycelyn or myself, Dr Chia or Dr Wang to continue the conversation about Lego Active Play or SUSS ETB. 
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